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Randomized Incremental Approach

Lecturer: Prof. C. Pandu Rangan Scribe: Subhashini V

Life is to be lived forward but understood backward.

The agenda for this lecture is to understand the paradigm of randomized incremental
approach and see a case study that will clearly demonstrate the power of randomness.

1 Introduction

When Micheal O.Rabin gave a linear time solution to a problem in computational geometry
using randomness in his algorithm, it created so much interest in the theory community that
it started a new paradigm of algorithms - randomized algorithms. Although he may not
have been the first to discover/use randomness he had shown its power and demonstrated
their USP - simplicity and efficiency - in an elegant manner. And soon after Rabin lot more
results which used randomness in their approach came up.

The randomized incremental construction essentially captures the idea of selection with-
out replacement. Here, we incrementally build a random subset by choosing the next ele-
ment randomly from the available set of elements. Say, we need a subset of cardinality k,
the number of ways we can get a k-element subset from a universe of n elements is

(
n
k

)
.

So, what ever subset we finally construct say S, (S = {b1, b2, ..., bk} : ∀bi, bi ∈ U), the
probability of getting S must be 1

(n
k) .

Claim 1 The incremental construction of the set by randomly picking elements would in-
deed satisfy the above property.
Proof Say, that the set we obtained from the construction is S = {b1, b2, ..., bk}. And
while building it, at each stage of the construction we used selection without replacement
to pick the next element at random. So, the probability of picking the first element is 1/n,
the second is 1/n− 1 and so on... to 1/(n− k + 1). However, we can observe that there is
no particular order in which the picking/arranging is done, therefore the probabilities now
change to:

k

n
,
k − 1
n− 1

, ...,
1

n− k + 1
Since each of these events are independent, the actual probability of arriving at set S is the
product of these individual probabilities which is nothing but 1

(n
k) .

2 Computing the cost

To compute the cost of an algorithm that uses the randomized incremental approach we
need to compute the cost at each stage of the increment . Since the element picked in each
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stage i is random, we first compute the expected cost at a stage Ei and the final cost is
computed as

∑
iEi, which would follow by the linearity of expectation.

Let’s denote the cost of extension of a set A (which is the partial solution) when an
element a is added to it as : C(A, a). We will denote the universal set as U and assume it
to be of cardinality n. Now, we will see two perspectives of computing the expected cost of
the algorithm.

2.1 Forward view

In this approach, we view the construction of a subset with cardinality i as:

• Start with a set S′, where |S′| = i− 1 (cardinality is i− 1).

• Add element e, randomly from the remaining elements, to S′ to get the set S. |S| = i.

Here, S = S′ ∪ e and |U | = n. We now, compute the expected cost of the ith step (Ei).

• The cost of extending the partial solution having picked up e is C(S′, e).

• At this stage there are (n− i+ 1) choices for e.

• So, the average cost of extending set S′ is

∑
e∈U−S′

C(S′, e)

n−i+1 .

• Now, we need to look at the number of ways of picking set S′, which is
(
n
i−1

)
.

• We now need to average the cost over all such S′ i.e all subsets of cardinality (i− 1)
from the universe, which we will denote as ψi−1.

This gives us:

Ei =

∑
S′∈ψi−1

∑
e∈U−S′

C(S′, e)(
n
i−1

)
(n− i+ 1)

(1)

2.2 Backward view

Here, we view the construction of a subset with cardinality i− 1 in the following manner:

• Start with a random subset S of cardinality i.

• Remove from S an element at random to get the subset S′, |S′| = i− 1.

Claim 2 An S′ obtained from the above steps is indeed a random subset of cardinality i−1
Proof Say, S′ = {b1, b2, ..., bi−1} and the other elements in the universe are {a1, a2, ..., an−i+1}.
So S would have been {b1, b2, ..., bi−1, aj} where aj is equally likely to have been any one of
the other elements in U .

In the first step S was a random subset of cardinality i− 1. The probability of having
chosen this S is 1

(n
i)

.
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Similarly probability of removing any one of the elements is 1
i . And,

The number of possibilities for aj is (n− i+ 1).
Thus the probability of S′ being that particular set is n−i+1

(n
i).i

= 1

( n
i−1)

.

Now, to compute Ei. We view the cost of ith stage conditioned on a set S, |S′|+ 1 = i.
Now, S′ was obtained by the removal of a. So, the extention of S′ can be represented as
{S − {a}, a}. So, the cost is C(S − {a}, a).

• Since there are i choices for a, the average cost of extending this particular set is∑
a∈S

C(S − {a}, a)

i .

• Averaging over all possible S, i.e all subsets of cardinality i (denoted ψi) gives us:

Ei =

∑
S∈ψi

∑
a∈S

C(S − {a}, a)(
n
i

)
.i

(2)

Observe that (1) and (2) are essentially the same. Hence,

Ei =

∑
S′∈ψi−1

∑
e∈U−S′

C(S′, e)(
n
i−1

)
(n− i+ 1)

=

∑
S∈ψi

∑
a∈S

C(S − {a}, a)(
n
i

)
.i

3 Case study: Closest Pair Problem

(Problem) Given n points on a plane, find two points that are closest.

The naive algorithm would be to compare every pair of points on the plane. This in-
volves

(
n
2

)
comparisons. Hence, it is of order O(n2).The problem has deterministic solutions

using the divide and conquer method which take O(n log(n)) time. Moreover, it has also
been shown that sorting reduces to this problem and hence Ω(n log(n)) is the lower bound.
However, just as sorting is limited when comparisons are performed but a different approach
as in radix sort gives O(n) complexity, the randomized approach and use of the transcen-
dental1 floor function by Rabin gives an O(n) solution to this problem. In his solution
Rabin also uses a bookkeeping mechanism (conflict list updates/maintenance) which also
plays an important role in bringing down the complexity.

3.1 Rabin’s algorithm

Since there are a finite number of points we have, let us assume that there is a bounding
rectangle/box that covers all the points. Without loss of generality we can also assume that

1Transcendental numbers are numbers that are not algebraic - i.e they are not a root of a non-constant
polynomial equation with rational coefficients. e.g π, e. Transcendental functions are functions that cannot
be expressed in terms of a finite sequence of the algebraic operations of addition, multiplication, and root
extraction. e.g floor and ceiling functions.
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the box is in the first co-ordinate with it’s bottom-left corner at the origin. If we look at
the computational model, we can observe that the above two steps can be performed in
O(n) time: we will need to examine the co-ordinates of all the points once to identify the
boundaries and the box, and then change all the co-ordinates when we translate the bottom
left corner of the box to the origin.

Let δ represent the current shortest distance and a δ-grid denote the grid of parellel
lines that are a δ distance apart. So, we can now view the grid as lots of δ boxes.
Remark Observe that each box can be identified uniquely just by its left corner. Also,
the box in which a point(x, y) lies can be identified from it’s co-ordinates as bxδ c, b

y
δ c.

2

Say we have examined some points (let them form the set S′)and the current shortest
distance is δ, and accordingly we have constructed a δ-grid. Now, we pick the point i
randomly from the unexamined points and identify the box in which i lies. Now we need to
compute i’s distance from points in S′. But, do we need to get all distances from S′ to i?

(a) Number of δ-boxes to examine (b) Number of points in each box

Figure 1: Points to be examined to find if there is a pair closer than δ at stage i.

If we look at the above figure(a) we can clearly see that points that are not in these 9
boxes need not be examined (because any point that is outside these 9 would definitely be
more than a δ distance from i).

How many points(∈ S′) can there be in these 9 boxes?

Claim 3 There are not more than 4 points (∈ S′) in any one δ-box.
Proof This can be proved by the pigeon-hole principle. We know that the distance
between any of the points is atleast δ. Say, we have 5 points and we want to place them
in the box so that distance between any two is greater than δ. Let’s, divide the box into
4 equal squares of width δ/2 as in figure(b). We can easily place 4 points, but there is no
way to place the 5th so that it is at a distance of atleast δ from the other 4.
This shows that we will need to compute the distance of only a constant number(maximum
16) of points at each stage.

2This is assumed to be computed in constant time.
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Conflict list updates (book-keeping mechanism)

Rabin also used an efficient ingenious idea of book-keeping to keep track of the following:

• For each point we need to know which box it lies in.

• For each box we need to be able to find all the points that lie within it.

These seem to be conflicting. But observe that we would need to maintain only the non-
empty boxes. The maintenance of this information can be done using lists. For each point,
we identify it’s box and keep a pointer. And for each box we maintain a list of all points.
If a point is found in a new box, then we add the box and similarly points in the box are
updated. Thus re-gridding the points for a new δ in stage i can be done in complexity O(i).

3.2 Analysis

Let’s look at the cost of this algorithms using both the views mentioned in the previous
section.

3.2.1 Forward view analysis

Say we have chosen element a and extended S′ (|S′| = i− 1) and cost can be represented as
C(S′, a). But in the forward view, each new point that we pick up may have the potential
to decrease δ. In the worst case, we might actually end up picking points which give us
decreasing δ at each stage which means:

Ei =

∑
S′∈ψi−1

∑
a∈U−S′

C(S′, a)(
n
i−1

)
(n− i+ 1)

= i

Hence, overall expected cost is E =
∑

iEi = O(n2). Well, this really doesn’t lead us
anywhere, since we have an O(n log(n) deterministic solution for the problem! But, let’s
try the backward view.

3.2.2 Backward view analysis

Say, we had set S (|S| = i) and we removed element a to get S′. So, we can look at an
extension of the set as (S − {a}, a). As we have already seen, if the distance is altered in a
stage then the cost is O(i) which is the cost of re-gridding otherwise the cost for that stage
is just a constant. Now an important question is:

Which are the points a from S which on extension would actually alter δ?
If we observe carefully, we can see that there are at most 2 points that are capable

of altering δ - and these are the same two points which actually define the new shortest
distance. Let’s look at this carefully:

• Say there was exactly one-pair of points that determined the new shortest distance
(Figure 2 (a)). Then, the absence of one of these points in S′ and the subsequent
addition in S would cause a re-gridding. However, if a was any of the other i − 2
points, there would be no re-gridding.
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(a) Exactly 1 pair of points determining new δ (b) More than 1 pair of points determining new δ

Figure 2: Which points (a ∈ S) cause re-gridding?

• Suppose, there is more than one pair that determines the shortest distance (Figure 2
(b)). In this case,

– If it’s just one point that determines the δ, then removal of only the common
point (a as in the figure) actually causes re-gridding.

– If the pair of points that have the same shortest distance δ do not have a common
point, then none of the points’ removal causes re-gridding!

Hence, in each stage the backward view has clearly shown that only 0, 1, or 2 points actually
cause re-gridding. Now, if we put this in the cost computation we get:

∑
a∈S

C(S − {a}, a) ≤ O(i+ i+ 1 + 1...+ 1) ≈ 3i⇒

∑
a∈S

C(S − {a}, a)

i− 1
≤ 3

Substituting this in Equation (2):

Ei =

∑
S∈ψi

∑
a∈S

C(S − {a}, a)(
n
i

)
.i

= O(1)⇒ Total cost E =
∑
i

Ei = O(n)

Thus the backward analysis has revealed a seemingly magical result which the forward
view simply failed to show us. This should explain the quote that was mentioned in the
beginning of this lecture: “Life is to be lived forward but understood backward.”

4 Food for thought

Start with an n-headed die. After rolling it, say we get r. Now continue rolling with an
r-headed die. Do this process till you get 1. When (after how many rolls) do you expect to
halt?

This above puzzle is an example of randomized attrition. Randomized pruning and
attrition is another topic that one might find fascinating.
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